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political islam and masculinity: a new approach i - 8 political islam and masculinity: muslim men in
australia the largest single inﬂuence pervading research literature is the effect of power and negative political
discourse upon identity. political islam and masculinity - springer - islam is growing rapidly, but many
muslims now live in secular societies where islam is a minority religion and where there is considerable social
conﬂict between muslim communities and the wider society. polygamy talk and the politics of feminism:
contestations ... - journal of international women's studies volume 11 issue 1gender and islam in asia article
12 nov-2009 polygamy talk and the politics of feminism: contestations over masculinity in a new muslim
islamic piety and masculinity - researchgate - masculinity.2 put otherwise, it was up to contemporary
muslim women to continue the traditional role of supporting the male muslim ego. the third speaker was a
man, an polygamy talk and the politics of feminism: contestations ... - doctrinal return to islam, it
exemplified contestations over ideas of manhood and masculinity. while new forms of masculinities are
reconfigured, islamization and democratization processes alter the hegemonic status of nominal muslim
masculinity. anxious sexualities: masculinity, nationalism and violence - inimical ﬁgure used to mobilise
the hindu nationalist identity is a stereotyped muslim masculinity which in turn is imagined as dangerous
owing to a mix of negative images of islam, history, physicality and culture. gender-based explosions: the
nexus between muslim ... - masculinity-focused work within gender theory, it has been written with the first
audi- ence in mind and is easily accessible to those who already have a basic understanding of islam, the
global jihadist movement, and international relations. the masculinity of muslim students in yogyakarta
abstract - political islam in indonesia. the rapidly growing of islamic schools is a factor that affects the
dissemination of the growing strength of islamic values in the socio-political life and culture in indonesia.
sport, physical education, and islam: muslim independent ... - sport, physical education, and islam 279
in recent years islam has come under increasing scrutiny as a consequence of a series of events on the
broader political stage (modood, 1990; modood, 1997). the impact of islam as a religion and muslim
women on ... - attain basic human needs and rights, muslim women are using islam to demand gender
equality via a more liberal reading of the holy qur’an and islamic jurisprudence, new civil liberties, and new
relationships to the outside world (afary, 2004a). muslim masculinities: what is the prescription of the
qur’an? - department of political science, university of connecticut, storrs, ct, usa abstract orientalist art and
literature have historically associated islam with violence, but since the 1990s, this association gathered
greater depth. muslim men started to be stereotyped as terrorists, and various armed muslim groups further
cemented this stereotype. although committing violence, for religion or ...
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